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Philosophy
Not that we intend on going into philosophical discussion at this time we might consider five
divisions in our modern communities we can call the 5 Pillars of Philosophy. These pillars are for
other people to investigate as our work focusses on the science end of Wellness Risk
Management strategies. The five philosophical pillars can be influenced by an outlier division that
we would call the field of magic. This field of magic covers all supernatural belief phenomenon as
yet unproven by science, and that means all religions are included in this division of magic.

The five pillars of philosophy are as follows.
• Politics
• Law
• Education
• Healthcare
• Sexuality

- - - - - - -
Each of these five pillars has a philosophical nature that a person
believes in. People polarize around various philosophical natures
and group themselves together under similar Ideologies.

- - - - - - -

Magic
The field of magic pervades all five pillars and can influence people to sway toward one ideology
over another. One particular ideology states that magic should have no place in any of the five
pillars mentioned above. This ideology is polarized against the ideology that says magic should
control every single one of the five pillars of philosophy. Thus, we have the conundrum that sets
up the multitude of stresses and sufferings we experience in our world.

Allowing people rights to believe in a form of magic is fundamental to human interaction and
stems from the integration of the animal brain with that of the human brain. The human brain
being the higher level thinking brain as opposed to the animal level stimulus-response-reactionary
brain associated with survival mechanisms and emotional mechanisms designed for the nurturing-
nature of survival at the mammalian end of the animal kingdom.

We see then that accepting tolerance with regard to the believe in magic is a kin to excepting a
pre-adolescence belief in magic. We are tolerant of our pre-adolescent children and expect that
one day they will grow up and mature and become secure in their thinking. The same concept
flows over to the adult believer in magic. We thus, offer tolerance, understanding, acceptance, and
empathy to adults who continue to believe in magic long after their pre-adolescence is over with.
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We don’t begrudge this benevolence offered and don’t request that the adult continue with
emotional growth after they have concluded a continuing need for this coping-skill belief in magic.
We can arrive at compromise and consensus within this framework.

Our Wellness ideology focusses around the concept that there are many things that are EASY to
help a person change in their lives, that lead to increased Wellness, less suffering, a longer life.
These easy things are our focus in our Wellness Risk Management Program. To that end we offer
our Wellness Risk Management program at the science end of Wellness and leave the
philosophical end of discussions to others.
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